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Gottlieb Waldin,l professor of mathematics at Marburg, who declares Zeno's 
proofs invalid, because Zeno assumes the existence of motion, the very thing in 
dispute. 

THE IDENTICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE DIRECTION COSINES 
OF ONE OBLIQUE COORDINATE SYSTEM REFERRED TO 

ANOTHER OBLIQUE SYSTEM. 

By HENRY D. THOMPSON. 
I. Introduction. 

If Oxyz, Ox'y'z' are any two oblique coordinate systems, then connecting the 
cosines of the fifteen angles between the six lines there are identical relations of 
the fourth degree which are simple and which are the exact counterpart of the 
well known twenty-two relations between two orthogonal systems. Relations for 
the oblique case have been given; for example, by Grunert2 and by Sturm,3 but 
some of these are of a degree higher than the fourth, and they are not always so 
easy to use as the orthogonal relations. In the American Journal of Mathematics, 
Vol. XXXV, p. 427, it has been proved that the so called Lame and Gauss equa- 
tions in the theory of surfaces are special cases of equations holding for oblique 
triple systems of surfaces. In the same way, in all the cases tried, it has been found 
that, by the use of the identical relation between two sets of four directions in 
space, all the usual orthogonal relations can be generalized and the corresponding 
formulas for the oblique cases can be obtained. This method will be employed 
here to obtain also the simple relations between oblique coordinate systems. 

Let Oxoyozo be an orthogonal system. Define the (direction) cosines of the 
angles between the various lines of Oxyz, Ox'y'z', Oxoyozo by the following schemes, 
Cii = -= 1, c = cji ' = 1, cij' = Cji', 

CI x y z C' I x' y' z' D jx' y' z' A lxo Yo zo A'l Ixo Yo Zo, 

X CII C12 C13 X Cll C12' C131 X 11 mI nli x 1 Xi 1 p1 Xi x1i iLl' vit 

y C21 C22 C23 y' C21' C22' C23' Y 12 M2 n2 Y X2 2P 2 YI Y' 2 IL21 V2f 
Z C31 C32 C33 ZI C31' C32' C33' Z 13 13 n3 Z X3 /L3 V3 zI X3 I /3 V3f 

Call the corresponding five determinants C, C', D, A, A', and represent each 
cofactor in these determinants by the capital letter and the subscripts of the cor- 
responding element. Since 'X2 + /-tj2 + V'2 = ci, X%Xj + luJiuj + vivj = cij, etc., 
i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3; direct multiplication gives that A2 = C, A'2 C', and 
A * A' = D, or D = C'C'. 

In the orthogonal case, only the elements of D appear, and in accordance with 

1 J. G. Waldin, Erste Grunde der allgemeinen und besondern Vernunftlehre, Marburg, 1782, 
p. 26. Our information about Waldin is drawn from a history of Zeno's arguments by Eduard 
Wellmann, entitled "Zenos Beweise gegen die Bewegung und ihre Widerlegungen," in Programm 
des Friedrichs-Gymnasiums zu Frankfurt A. O., far das Schuljahr 1869-1870. Frankfurt A. 0. 
1870. p. 14. 

2Arch. d. Math., 34, p. 142 and fol. 
3 Arch. d. Math., 3te R., 22, p. 327. 
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that convenient usage, in what follows the identities will be considered as relations 
in the li, mi, ni, with the cij, cij', C, C', D considered as entering in the coefficients. 
II. The twelve bilinear equations between the elements in the rows and columns of D. 

Express the identical relation' between any two sets of four directions in space 

(di, d2, d3, d4; dl', d2', d3', d4') by the symbol { d' d2 d3 d4 } = ?; then the 
1i d'd3' d4' f= ;te h 

six identical relations 

{x y z x' } , {x y z y } n x y z Zt ? 

{xi yi zi x } , {xi y' z' y } , {xi y' z' z } O 

e panded in terms of 1, mi, ni are 

Cl0 112 + C22 1224+ C33 132 + 2C23 12 13+ 2C31 13 11 + 2C12 1 12-C = 0, 
Cl0 m12 + C22 m22 + C33 M32 + 2C23 M2M3 + 2C31 M3Ml + 2C12 MlM2 - C = 02 
C01 n12 + C22 n22 + C33 n32 + 2C23 n2 n3 + 2C31 n3 nl + 2C12 nl n2 - C = O, 
C0 11 12 + C22'M 12+ C33'n- 2 + 2C023'ml ln + 2C31'n, 11 + 2C12' llMl - C' = 0, 
Cll' 122 + C22in22+ C33' n2 2 + 2C23'm2 n2 + 2C31' n2 12 + 2C12' 12M2 - C' = 0, 
Cll' 132 + C22 i32 -+ C33tn32 + 2C23'm3 n3 + 2C31 fn3 13 + 2C12' 13M3 - C' = 0. 

These six equations are the counterpart of the six equations which state that the 
sum of the squares of the direction cosines is unity when the axes are rectangular, 
and were given by Grunert, 1. c., p. 142. 

In passing also, it is useful to note that when L, M, N are any three numbers 
proportional to the oblique direction cosines of a line, the oblique direction cosines 
themselves, 1, m, n, can be found. For, take R so that 1 = LIR, m = MIR, 
n = NIR; these values in the identical relation give 

Cll C12 C13 L Cll C12 C13 L 2 
C21 C22 C23 M C21 C22 C23 

M 
C31 C32 C33 N = 0; whence R = + - N 

L NR2 0 C31 C32C33N L M N R2 { L M N 0 

And in the same way, when two lines Od and Od' are given by numbers proportional 
to the oblique direction cosines, respectively, viz., L, M, N and L', M', N', then 

Cll C12 C13 L Cll C12 C13 L I Cll C12 C13 L' I 
C21 C22 C23 M C21 C22 C23 M C21 C22 C23 M' 

? cos (dd') = C31 C32 C33 N C31 C32 C33 N C31 C32 C33 N' 
L' M'N' 0 L M N 0 L' M'N' 0 

To obtain the six equations which are the generalized form of the six equations 
which state that the product of the corresponding direction cosines of two axes 
of a set are zero when the axes are rectangular, take the six identical relations 

x y z Y, 0)o x y z Z' 0)_O x y z x' 0 = 

Xx y z z' r x y z x' ' x y z y' J 

1 Cf. Pascal-Timerding, Rep. d. h. Geom., 2d Ed., part 1, 1910, p. 74. 
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These expanded in terms of li, mi, ni are 
Cl1 ml ni + C22 m2 n2 + C33 m3 n3 + C23 (M2 n3 + M3 n2) + C31 (M3 n1 + in n3) 

+ C12 (ml n2 + M2 nl) - C23' C = 0, 
C fl ni 11 + C22 n2 12 + C33 n3 13 + C23 (n2 13 + n3 12) + C31 (n3 11 + nfl 13) 

+ C12 (nli 12 + n2 1l) - C31' C = 0, 
Cll llMl + C22 12M2 + C33 13M3 + C23 ( 12M3 + 13M2) + C31 ( 13Mil + 1M3) 

+ C12 ( 11M2 + 12m1) - C12' C = 0, 
Cll' 12 13 + C22 i2M3 + C33' n2 n3 + C23 (M2 n3 + 13 n2) + C31'( n2 13 + n2 13) 

+ C12'( 12M3 + 13M2) - C23 C' = 0, 
Cll' 13 11 + C22'M3Ml + C33'n3 n1 + C23'(M3 n1 + mln) + C31'(n3 11 + ni 13) 

+ C12'( 13Mi + 11M3) - C31 C' = 0, 
Cll' 11 12 + C22'rlM2 + C33' nl 2 + C23'(ml n2 + M2 ni) + C31'( ni 12 + n2 l1) 

+ C12'( 11M2 + 12MI) - C12 C' = 0. 

The left sides of these last six equations are factors in the equations given by 
Grunert, 1. c., p. 143, etc. 

III. The value of D. 
Since CO is the von Staudt triedral sine and is positive or negative according 

as Oxoyozo and Oxyz are of the same or opposite senses,' and the same for C' 
with regard to Oxoyozo and Ox'y'z', therefore D is a positive or negative proper 
fraction according as Oxyz and Ox'y'z' are of the same or opposite senses. And, 
for rigid Oxyz, and rigid Ox'y'z', D is invariant for all the relative positions. This 
is the counterpart of the Jacobi (1835) formula, D = dz 1, for orthogonal systems. 

IV. The linear relations between the elements of D and their cofactors. 
The nine identical relations 

epanded gXIv (I =, 1, 2, 3) yIZ Y , X IZ , o 

x y z xt x y z xt x y z xt 

XI yIZ, D l1 XI y1c1'L -I- Cl2'.A4 -4- XI'N) (1)Z Z 

x y z yt x y z yt x y z ys 

XI yI zZ x, o XI y'I z' Y l -o XI y' z' Z Z -o 
lx y z zZ x y z z f x y z zZ 

ex'panded givre (i= 1, 2, 3) 
* 1, = Ecii(cii'Li + C12'Mi + C13'Ni), (1) 
D 12 = ZCi2(ci1'Li + c12'Mi + c13'Ni), (2) 
D 13 = 2Ci3(ci'L - + C12'Mi + c13'Ni), (3) 
Dmi = Cil(c21'Li + C22'Mi -4+ C23'Nj), (4) 
Dm2 = 2Ci2(c2l'Li + C22'Mi + c23'Ni), (5) 
Dm3 = 2ct3(c2l'Li + C22'Mi + c23'Nj), (6) 
D n1 = 2c;i(c31'Li + c32'Mi + C33'Nj), (7) 
D n2 = 2ci2(c31'Li + c32'Mi + c33'NO), (8) 
D n3 = 2ci3(c31'Li + C32'Mi + c33'NO). (9) 

Multiply the equations (1), (2), (3) by Cil, C12, C13, respectively, and add; then 
by C21, C22, C23, and add; then by C31, C32, C33, and add; the three results, after 
taking out the factor C2, are 

C' (Cllll + C1212 + C1313) = 01(Cll'Ll + c12'Ml + C13'Ni), (10) 
C't(C2111 + C2212 + C2313) = C2(cll'L2 + c12'M2 + C13'N2), (11) 
0'3(C3l1 + C3212 + C3313) = Ci(cI'L3 + c12'M3 + c13'N3). (12) 

1 Cf. Staude, An. Geom. des Punktes, etc., p. 159, p. 174. 
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The same multipliers applied in the same way to the equations (4), (5), (6); 
and finally to the equations (7), (8), (9), give 

'1(Cllml + Cl2m2 + C13m3) = C0(c21'Li + c22'M1 + C23'N,), (13) 
0'4(C2lml + C22m2 + C23m3) = C0(c21'L2 + c22'M2 + C23'N2), (14) 
0'O(C3M1m + C32m2 + C33m3) = C0(c21'L3 + c22'M3 + c23'N3), (15) 

(Cil ni + C12 n2 + C13 n3) = C0(c31'Li + C32'M1 + C33'N,), (16) 
0'(C21 ni + C22 2 + C23 n3) = C0(c31IL2 + c32'M2 + C33'N2), (17) 
0'2(C3flni + C32n2 + C33 n3) = C0(c31'L3 + c32'M3 + c33'N3). (18) 

Again, multiply the equations (1), (4), (7) by COl', C21', C31', respectively, and add; 
then by C12', C22', C32', and add; then by C13', C23', C33', and add; the three results, 
after taking out the factor C'2, are 

C0(Cll'll + C2lml + C31'ni) = C'A(c1l L1 + c21 L2 + C31 L3), (19) 
C0(C12'l1 + C22'ml + C32'nl) = 0' (cllMl + C21M2 + c3MI3), (20) 
C0 (C13'll + C23'mI + C33'ni) = C'2 (cul Ni + C21N2 + C31 N3). (21) 

The same multipliers applied to the equations (2), (5), (8), and then to the 
equations (3), (6), (9) give 

C0 (C11'12 + C21'm2 + C31'n2) = C0' (Cl2 L1 + C22 L2 + C32 L3), (22) 
C0(C12'12 + C22'm2 + C32'n2) = 0'1(C12M1 + C22M2 + c32M3), (23) 
C2 (C13'12 + C23'M2 + C33'n2) = 0'2(C12N1 + C22N2 + C32 N3), (24) 
C0(C11'13 + C21'm3 + C31'n3) = C0'(C13 L1 + C23 L2 + c33 L3), (25) 
C0(C12'13 + C22'm3 + C32'n3) = C'2(c13M1 + c23M2 + c33M3), (26) 
C0(C13'13 + C23'm3 + C33'n3) = CtI (Cl3N1 + c23N2 + c33N3). (27) 

Multiply the equations (19), (22), (25) by Cll, C12, C13, respectively, and add; 
then by C21, C22, C23, and add; then by C31, C32, C33, and add; apply the same 
multipliers in the same way to (20), (23), (26); and then to (21), (24), (27); the 
results, after taking out the factor C' and inverting the sides of the equations, are 
(i = 1, 2, 3) 

D L1 = 2Cli(Cll'li + C2lmi + C3H'ni), (28) 
D L2 = XC2i(C11'li + C21'mi + C3H'ni), (29) 
D L3 = XC3i(Cll 1i + C21'mi + C31i'ni), (30) 
DMi1 = 2C1i(C12'li + C22'mi + C32'ni), (31) 
DM2 = C2i(C12l + C22'mi + C32'ni), (32) 
DM3 = C3i(C12'li + C22'mi + C32'ni), (33) 
DNi1 = XCli(Cl3Zli + C23'mi + C33'ni), (34) 
DN2 = 

XC2i(C13'li + C23'mi + C33'ni), (35) 
DN3 = XC3i(C13'li + C23'mi + C33'ni). (36) 

The nine equations (1) to (9) give each element of D linearly in terms of the 
cofactors; the nine equations (28) to (36) give each cofactor linearly in terms of 
the elements themselves; the set of equations (10) to (18), and also the set (19) 
to (27), are linear expressions in the elements and cofactors of a row or column of 
D. The symmetry of the set (28)-(36) to the set (1)-(9) is noteworthy. Also 
that of the set (19)-(27) inverted to the set (10)-(18). 

Any one of the four sets of nine equations (1)-(9), or (10)-(18), or (19)-(27), 
or (28)-(36), corresponds to the nine so-called Francais' formulas for orthogonal 
systems, namely: Each element in D multiplied by D equals its cofactor. 

1 Journ. Ecol. Pol., 1808. 
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As a check upon the work, the identities (10)-(27) can also be obtained by 
direct multiplication. For example, represent 

Xi/ /Ai'1 J-i' 

X2 IA 2 V2 

X3 IA 3 V3 

by B1; then, in the identity A' * (A * B1) = A - (A' * B1), first on the left hand 
side multiply together the determinants A and B1, and on the right hand side 
A' and B1; the result is one of the identities (10)-(27). 

The identities (10)-(27) are often useful in changing the form of the equations 
for the transformation from one system of oblique axes to another oblique system; 
for example, the equations (2) on p. 197 of Grunert, Arch. d. Math., 34; also in 
proving the relation between the formulas here given and the formulas, for ex- 
ample, of Grunert and Sturm. 

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSIONS. 
EDITED BY U. G. MITCHELL, University of Kansas. 

NEW QUESTIONS. 
25. In an investigation in physics Mr. Mason E. Hufford, 525 S. Park Ave., Bloomington, 

Indiana, has need of the values of the Bessel functions Jo(x) and Jl(x) for positive real values of 
x up to x = 100. Have tables been constructed to this extent? What is the most ready means 
by which the desired values may be computed to any required degree of accuracy? 

REPLIES. 
24. The following facts are significant: 
(1) The New England Association of Mathematics Teachers has appointed a committee 

"to investigate the current criticisms of high school mathematics." 
(2) A committee of the Council of the American Mathematical Society has under con- 

sideration the question "whether any action is desirable on the part of the Society in the matter 
of the movement against mathematics in the schools." 

(3) At the recent meeting in Cincinnati of the National Education Association an icono- 
clastic discussion on the topic: "Can algebra and geometry be reorganized so as to justify their 
retention for high school pupils not likely to enter technical schools?" aroused approbation and 
applause. An outline of the remarks by one of the speakers is printed below. 

In view of these facts what should be done by those who believe in the value of mathe- 
matics as a general high school study? 

MEMORANDUM OF REMARKS MADE BY COMMISSIONER DAVID SNEDDEN, of 
Massachusetts, before the Mathematics Section of the Commission on the Re- 
organization of Secondary School Studies, Cincinnati, Ohio, February 25th, 1915. 

Commissioner Snedden followed in his discussion the presentation of a paper 
from Assistant Superintendent Wicher, of New Hampshire, on the subject: 
" Can Algebra and Geometry be Reorganized so as to justify their Retention for 
Pupils Not Likely to Enter Technical Schools?" He said in substance: 

(a) That at present algebra and geometry occupy substantially monopolistic 
positions in the curricula of secondary schools, in that in many such schools they 
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